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ABSTRACT

The uniformity of the SBC detector response has been assessed using multiple observa-
tions of the globular cluster NGC6681. By placing the same stars over different portions
of the detector and measuring relative changes in brightness, low-frequency variations in
the detector response (L-flats) have been derived and used to create improved SBC flat-
fields for the FUV imaging filters. Corrections to the flatfields used by the ACS calibration

pipeline are to percent, where the required correction increases with wavelength. A
time-dependent component has also been measured, suggesting a decline in the absolute
UV sensitivity of ~2 to 4 percent in the first 1.6 years on-orbit. Since that time, the ACS
sensitivity appears to have stabilized. Six new flatfields have been delivered for use in the

calibration pipeline, and the resulting photometric accuracy is now % for F115LP

F122M, F125LP, and F140LP and % for F150LP and F165LP, after correcting for
both the new L-flats and the time-dependent sensitivity. Further development to the ACS
pipeline is required before the new sensitivity corrections can be applied.

1. Introduction

The Solar Blind Channel (SBC) on the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) is a spare
detector from the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) program. The SBC is a
photon-counting Multi-Anode Microchannel plate Array (MAMA) detector capable of
two-dimensional imaging in the UV at wavelengths 1150-1700 Angstroms, with a field of
view (FOV) of 31"x 35". Besides a set of long-pass filters (F115LP, F125LP, F140LP,
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F150LP, F165LP), and a Lyman-alpha (F122M) filter for direct imaging, the SBC is also
equipped with two prisms for low-resolution (R ~ 100) objective prism spectroscopy.

From launch until May 2005, the SBC flatfields in use by the ACS calibration pipeline
were taken in the lab during thermal vacuum testing. In March 1999, pixel-to-pixel flats
(P-flats) were obtained with external illumination for all six imaging filters and the two
SBC prisms. As described in ACS ISR 1999-02 (Bohlin et al., 1999), these P-flats were
shown to be independent of wavelength to better than 1%. Therefore, a combined ‘super-
flat’ with S/N~100 was created using the sum of 77 individual lab flats taken in various
filters. This flatfield reference file, m5t12223j_pfl.fits, has been used to calibrate all SBC
imaging observations via the ACS pipeline prior to May 2005.

An improved P-flat for the SBC imaging filters has recently been derived using on-
orbit data and is described in ACS ISR 2005-04 (Bohlin & Mack, 2005). By using the
internal deuterium lamp to illuminate the SBC detector through the F125LP filter for 20.5
hours (over the course of 2 years), a new P-flat with ~12,000 counts/pixel (S/N~100) has
been derived. Because of the limited lifetime of the internal deuterium lamp and because
the P-flats were shown to be independent of wavelength, a single flatfield was created for
all SBC imaging modes using the F125LP observations. This new flatfield reference file,
p5p1513pj_pfl.fits, has been in use by the ACS pipeline since May 26, 2005. Observations
with the internal deuterium lamp will be continued in future cycle calibration programs to
monitor any changes in the pixel-to-pixel structure with time and to further improve the
signal-to-noise of the P-flat.

Because neither the on-orbit nor the laboratory P-flat illumination is an accurate simu-
lation of the Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA) optics, the low-frequency spatial
response (L-flat) of the SBC detector must be determined using external observations of
star fields. While the P-flat is independent of wavelength, the L-flat may not be. Exten-
sively dithered observations of UV-bright stars in NGC6681 are currently the best
available data for defining L-flats for the SBC imaging modes. Follow-up observations of
the same field, taken at various orientations, may also be utilized for constraining the L-
flat. By placing the same star over different portions of the detectors and measuring rela-
tive changes in its brightness, local variations in the response of the detector have been
determined. This report is devoted to a discussion of the SBC low-frequency spatial and
time-dependent response derived from over three years of on-orbit data from multiple cal-
ibration programs. Because the SBC is a spare detector from the STIS program, we
compare our findings with those derived for the STIS FUV-MAMA.

2. Observations

Because there are few known stellar fields which are sufficiently dense and also UV
bright, NGC6681 has been the target for multiple ACS/SBC calibration programs. This
globular cluster is rich in blue horizontal branch stars, which are the primary sources avail-
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able in the far-ultraviolet. This same field has been extensively observed with STIS for
monitoring the UV sensitivity, for deriving the geometric distortion, and for deriving the
low-frequency flatfields. The coordinates at the center of the field are RA=18:43:12.75,
Dec=-32:17:32.76.

ACS program 9024 was developed for the purpose of characterizing the low-frequency
response of the SBC detector from stellar observations. Based on previous experience with
STIS, it was deemed that nine dithered pointings would provide an adequate characteriza-
tion of the flatfield in any given band. For each SBC filter tested (F125LP and F150LP),
the dither pattern consisted of 9 separate pointings with steps of ~20% of the FOV in a
diagonal cross pattern.

A summary of SBC calibration programs with imaging of NGC6681 is given in Table
1. In addition to the L-flat program, these include the geometric distortion characteriza-
tion, the PSF characterization, the absolute flux calibration, and the UV contamination
monitor, each with their own unique exposure times and orientations. The observation
dates range from May 2002 (just after the launch of ACS) through April 2005 (the time of
this analysis). In Table 8, each SBC dataset is listed in order of filter and observation date.
Also given are the program ID, the exposure time, the orientation, and the dither-step size
(if any) for each image.

While the additional SBC calibration programs were not dithered per se, each program
observed the same central region of the cluster. Because observations were spread over a
large time baseline, the orientation of each image varies as the telescope rolls on its optical
axis, and stars therefore fall on different portions of the detector. The additional calibration
observations may be used in combination with program 9024 to further constrain the L-
flat solution, assuming that the low-frequency variations with position are stable in time,
and to investigate any temporal changes in the absolute sensitivity. While the SBC L-flat
program was limited to observations in two filters, the other programs include additional
imaging filters and give us a better understanding of how the L-flats depend on wave-
length. Observations with the F122M filter, however, were limited to a single date and
were not sufficiently dithered to determine an L-flat correction. New observations will be
obtained in Cycle 14 (program 10722) to derive an L-flat for the F122M filter and to mon-
itor the UV sensitivity with time. This program will also provide improved SBC encircled
energy curves and absolute zeropoints.

The total throughput of the SBC’s five long-pass filters and the Lyman-alpha filter
(F122M) is plotted in Figure 1. The number of observations and total exposure time for
each filter is summarized in Table 2 for the complete dataset. Also listed is the filter PSF
FWHM derived using TinyTIM models. The SBC PSF is broader at short wavelengths,
primarily due to increased aberration and scattered light. As described in ACS ISR 2003-
06 (Krist, 2003), the SBC PSF can be regarded as essentially constant over the field of
view.
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Table 1. SBC calibration programs with observations of NGC6681 used in this study.

Table 2. SBC filter and PSF width, number of observations, total exposure time, and num-
ber of stars for each drizzled mosaic. The last column indicates the total number of mea-
surements (equal to approximately 50 stars per image times the number of observations).

Figure 1: Total system throughput for the six SBC imaging filters.

Calibration Program Program ID SBC Imaging Filters Used

SBC Flatfield Uniformity 9024 F125LP, F150LP

SBC Geometric Distortion Calibration 9027 F125LP

SMOV Image Quality Verification 9023 F125LP, F150LP, F122M

ACS Sensitivity Monitor 9020, 9563 F115LP, F125LP, F140LP, F150LP, F165LP

UV Contamination Monitor 9010, 9565, 9655,
10047, 10373

F115LP, F125LP, F140LP, F150LP, F165LP

Filter
PSF FWHM

(arcsec)
Number of

Observations
Total Exposure

(sec)
Number of

Stars in Mosaic
Number of

Measurements

F115LP 3.32 33 3,960 66 1558

F125LP 3.15 56 13,250 83 2659

F140LP 2.96 33 5,190 76 1794

F150LP 2.83 47 11,660 84 2242

F165LP 2.79 33 8,525 74 1768
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3. Data Analysis

All the images were calibrated with calacs using the most up-to-date bias and dark ref-
erence files. Flatfielding was performed with the new P-flat (p5p1513pj_pfl.fits) derived
from on-orbit observations of the internal lamp. Finally, the images were corrected for the
SBC geometric distortion and drizzled onto a common output frame so that stars could be
easily cross-identified. By making use of the world coordinate system in the header of
each image, MultiDrizzle automatically determines the rotations and shifts required to
align images. These shifts were then fine-tuned using cross-correlated lists of the brightest
stars in each image. While drizzling, the data quality information was used to mask pixels
under the vertical shadow of the repeller wire (columns 574:584) and the horizontal rows
(600:605) that are affected by the bad anode. Because the latest SBC P-flat was created
using the internal lamps, the repeller wire shadow may look slightly different under OTA
illumination. Thus, a conservative approach was taken by masking this region of the detec-
tor. Finally, a master catalog of star positions was created using the median-combined
drizzled mosaic for each filter, selecting only the bright blue horizontal branch stars for
analysis. While fainter stars are visible in the field, these stars are four to five magnitudes
fainter than the UV-bright horizontal branch stars and would have little weight in the L-flat
solution.

In Table 2, the total number of stars in each drizzled mosaic is given. Recall that dith-
ered observations were obtained in F125LP and F150LP for the L-flat program, so these
mosaics are larger and contain more stars than the F115LP, F140LP, and F165LP filters.
Each separate image contains approximately 50 bright stars. Multiplying by the total num-
ber of images gives roughly the total number of measurements, as listed in column 6 of
Table 2. With approximately 2000 measurements per filter, we are well-equipped to deter-
mine the spatial variations in sensitivity across the SBC detector.

Aperture photometry was performed on the individually drizzled images, not on the
combined mosaics, using the phot task in the apphot package. The matched position lists
contain errors of ~0.2 pixels over the field of view, so the coordinates of each star were
rederived using the intensity weighted centroid. The maximum permissible shift of the
center with respect to the initial coordinate was fixed at 2 pixels.

Drizzled ACS images are in units of electrons/sec. In order to obtain the appropriate
photometric errors while using the phot task, the images were first multiplied by the expo-
sure time. Photometry was then obtained for each star using aperture radii of 5, 7, and 9
pixels. The median sky background was computed for each star using an annulus of 9 to
13 pixels. The choice of aperture size is limited by the spacing of stars in the images. Pho-
tometry with larger apertures is limited by uncertainties in the background subtraction due
to nearby neighbors. Photometry derived with smaller apertures is affected by variations in
the PSF due to breathing, focus changes, spatial variations, etc. A range of apertures was
therefore tested to derive the best possible L-flat solution (see Section 4.2 for further dis-
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cussion). Neither cosmic ray masking nor CTE corrections are required for SBC
photometry, greatly simplifying the analysis.

In order to derive a correction to the existing flatfield, which is applied prior to correct-
ing for geometric distortion, the xy-positions of stars in the drizzled reference frame were
converted back to the (distorted) input reference frame using the dither task tran. Finally,
photometry files were created for each filter to be used as input to the L-flat matrix solu-
tion (see Section 4). These files contain the star ID, the image number, the exposure time,
the date relative to launch, the absolute zeropoint, the observed magnitude and error of
each star, and the x/y position of each star on the detector.

Figure 2: NGC6681 mosaic from the combined, drizzled SBC F125LP exposures (13,250
sec). Note that this mosaic is significantly larger than the normal SBC FOV (shown in red
at the center of the figure) due to the combination of dithered observations from program
9024. The ‘rhombus-shaped’ field of view is a result of correcting for the SBC geometric
distortion. Stars used to derive the improved flatfields are circled in red. The compass at
top-right indicates the direction of north, where the length of the vector is 5”. The coordi-
nates at the field center are RA=18:43:12.75, Dec=-32:17:32.76.

N
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4. Matrix Solution

     4.1 Overview

Because the P-flat used to calibrate the data does not properly account for low-fre-
quency sensitivity variations, the apparent flux of a star will vary with position on the
detector. A matrix-solution program has been developed by R. van der Marel and uses a
least-squares solution to solve for the underlying low-frequency variations in response.
The details of this solution are described in ACS ISR 2003-10 (van der Marel, 2003).

To summarize, the observed magnitude of a star at a given dither position is assumed
to be the sum of the true magnitude of the star plus a correction term that depends on the
position on the detector. The required correction represents the L-flat. When given in mag-
nitudes, the L-flat can be expressed as a linear sum of two-dimensional basis functions,
where the basis functions may be chosen to be polynomials or any other convenient func-
tional form. When a set of multiple observations is available for a given star field, where
the observations are either dithered or taken at varying orientations, the determination of
both the L-flat and the instrumental magnitude of each star can be written as an overdeter-

mined matrix equation. This equation has a unique minimum -solution that can be
efficiently obtained through singular-value-decomposition techniques. The least-squares
solution yields both the best-fitting L-flat and its formal 1-sigma errors.

Two approaches have been developed for computing the least-squares solution: the
direct and the differential matrix algorithms. The former treats all the stellar magnitudes as
unknowns which must be solved for. This approach is more computationally intensive,
since the CPU requirements scale as the number of unknowns to the third power. The lat-
ter approach considers instead the magnitude differences as the fundamental constraints,
where for each star, the first measurement is subtracted from all other measurements.
Because there are fewer unknowns, the differential matrix algorithm is much quicker to
solve. Testing with artificial star data indicates that the two methods produce results which
are indistinguishable for our purposes (van der Marel, 2003).

The L-flats derived for the ACS CCDs (Mack et al., 2002) were computed using this
software. At the time, only the direct-matrix solution was available, and the basis func-
tions were represented as two-dimensional Legendre polynomials of fourth-order. The
disadvantage of using polynomials is that they cannot reproduce L-flat variations on inter-
mediate frequencies unless one goes to relatively high order. However, polynomial fits
with high order can have the disadvantage of poor fits near the detector edges.

An alternative set of basis functions, referred to as the “chess-board basis functions” is
described in ACS ISR 2003-10. In this case, the detector is divided into a grid (or ‘chess-
board’), so that the L-flat solution is determined for a ‘pixelized’ version of the detector.
Improvements to the existing CCD L-flats are currently underway using follow-up stellar
observations of 47Tuc at a range of orientations. These improved flats will make use of the

χ2
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new differential matrix algorithm and the ‘chess-board’ basis functions. New results
obtained from observations of the bright earth with the CCDs (ACS ISR 2005-12, Bohlin
et al., 2005) suggest that the stellar L-flats are accurate at the 1% level for broadband fil-
ters and at the 2% level for narrowband filters. Earth flats are not possible for the SBC due
to bright object protection constraints.

     4.2 Implementation

The matrix-solution software allows the user to select which algorithm will be used
(direct or differential matrix), the type of basis function (polynomial or ‘chess-board’),
and the order of the fit. The only required input is a photometry file for each filter which
includes the stellar ID, the image number, the exposure time, the date of observation rela-
tive to launch, the absolute zeropoint, the observed magnitude and error of each star, and
the x/y position of each star on the detector.

If the rms scatter between measurements of the same star exceeds 3 times the average
error in those measurements (or 0.05 mag, whichever is larger), the star is excluded from
the fit. Any star with less than 3 measurements is also excluded. This type of sigma clip-
ping is employed to reject stars having large photometric residuals with respect to the
variation in the L-flat. These large photometric errors may be caused by intrinsically vari-
able stars, stars falling near the edges of the detector, or local nonlinearity in the MAMA
detector for stars with very high countrate. Upon examination of the rejected stars, all but
one were discarded for having less than 3 total measurements. The single rejected star is at
the faint end of our sample, so is prone to larger photometric errors due to its low signal-
to-noise. None of the brightest stars in NGC6681 exceed the SBC local nonlinearity
threshold of 22 counts per second per pixel.

Choosing the optimal photometric aperture for a given star field is a trade-off between
competing effects. Uncertainties in the sky background from neighboring stars increase at
large radii, while variations in the PSF over the field of view dominate at small radii. To
confirm that our L-flat solutions are not dependent on aperture corrections, which may
vary over the field of view, the fits obtained using three photometric apertures (r = 5, 7, 9
pixels) were compared. Model SBC encircled energy curves indicate that a 5 and a 9 pixel
aperture contains ~65% and ~75%, respectively, of the total light. The L-flat solutions
derived using photometry from the 7 and 9 pixel apertures agree to within 0.9 milli-mag
rms, while the solutions for the 5 pixel and 7 pixel apertures differ by 6.6 milli-mag rms.
No significant evidence for any dependence of the L-flat solution on aperture was found
for radii greater than or equal to 7 pixels.

The of the fit to the data should in theory be comparable to the total number of

degrees of freedom (Ndf). If , this may be a sign that the errors in the data were

underestimated, i.e. the residuals of the fit are larger than can be explained by the photo-

χ2

χ2
N> df
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metric errors. The program therefore offers the option to add a systematic error floor in
quadrature to the photometric errors. For our solutions, an additional systematic error of
~2-4% was required. This systematic error was larger for photometry obtained with the 5
and 9 pixel apertures, compared to photometry using a 7 pixel aperture. In addition, the
formal error in the L-flat solution was larger for the 5 and 9 pixel apertures, compared to a
7 pixel aperture. For these reasons, the 7 pixel aperture photometry was selected for deter-
mining the flatfield corrections. Systematic errors and the source of this required
additional error are discussed further in Section 5.2.

A variety of tests, choosing different basis functions to better understand the true inter-
mediate frequency structure of the L-flat, were run. First, the basis functions were
modelled as polynomials of varying order (2nd to 5th). While higher order fits give an idea
of the true shape of the L-flat in the center of the detector, they are prone to large devia-
tions at the detector edges. Thus, the polynomial solutions were used only as a guide for
comparison.

Next, the L-flat correction was determined using the ‘chess-board’ basis functions of
2nd through 5th order, where the detector was correspondingly divided into a grid of 4x4,
8x8, 16x16, and 32x32 boxes. The best solution was determined by examining the number
of boxes with no stars (and thus no solution) and the residual to the fit as a function of
position. The maximum possible order (the finest grid sampling) is limited by the overall
density of stars and the total number of observations, so that uniform sampling is achieved
over the entire detector field of view. For F125LP, for example, adopting a 16x16 grid
leaves only 8 of 256 boxes (3%) with no solution, while a 32x32 grid leaves 225 of 1024
boxes (22%) with no solution. Boxes with no solution were replaced with the weighted
average of the surrounding boxes. Unfortunately, the majority of boxes with no solution in
the 32x32 grid lay near the detector edges, where there were fewer stars. Thus, replacing
these pixels with the weighted average is problematic when choosing too high an order fit.

In addition to the L-flat, the matrix solution computes the average residual for a given
box with respect to the model fit. This residual image is valuable for visual inspection.
Any remaining positional dependence in the residual implies that the chosen basis func-
tions do not adequately capture the true low-frequency structure. For fits with too low an
order, for example, the photometric residuals are not random, but are spatially correlated
over the detector.

In general, the solutions derived using the two types of basis functions are remarkably
similar for 4th order and lower. The solution using the “chess-board basis functions” of
fifth order suffers from too many ‘holes’ in the grid due to the low density of stars in
NGC6681, while the fifth-order polynomial solution introduces questionably large devia-
tions at the detector edges. The ‘chess-board’ basis functions appear to be superior at
modelling the intermediate-frequency structure of the L-flat, while at the same time pro-
viding an accurate solution at the edges of the SBC detector.
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5. Results

     5.1 Low-Frequency Flats

The L-flat solutions derived using the 16x16 ‘chess-board’ basis functions are pre-
sented in Figure 3 (top) for the five SBC filters. These L-flats were derived using an
iterative approach, described further in Section 6.1. The average residual of the stellar
magnitude with respect to the predicted magnitude is displayed, where positive magni-
tudes (blue) indicate that the photometry obtained using the existing P-flats was too faint
and negative magnitudes (white) indicate that the photometry was too bright. Boxes
shown in black contained no measurements, so no L-flat solution was determined for these
regions. Of 256 total boxes, only 15, 8, 14, 5, & 13 boxes contained no solution in filters
F115LP, F125LP, F140LP, F150LP, & F165LP, respectively. These regions were replaced
with the weighted average L-flat derived from the neighboring boxes. Because more cali-
bration programs used the F125LP and F150LP filters, the L-flat solution for these filters
contains fewer ‘holes’ in the grid with no stars. Figure 4 shows the number of measure-
ments per box (top) and the formal error on the L-flat solution (bottom) for each filter.
Again, boxes indicated in black contained no measurements. The number of stars per box
is inversely related to the formal error of the solution, where the typical error is less than
1% for boxes with 10 or more measurements and ~2% for boxes with 5 or more
measurements.

To determine whether differences in the L-flat with wavelength are significant, the dif-
ferences in the pixelized L-flat solutions with respect to their combined errors were
examined. Significance maps, shown in Figure 5, were created by taking the difference of
each L-flat with respect to F115LP, divided by the formal errors summed in quadrature.
Regions shown in black correspond to a significance less than or equal to 1.0. In the text
adjacent to each figure are the comparison filter name, the percentage of boxes in the grid
with a significance greater than 1.0, and the mean significance of those boxes. An increas-
ing significance with wavelength is found, implying that the observed differences in low-
frequency structure apparent in Figure 3 are indeed a wavelength dependent effect.

The accuracy of the solutions obtained using the ‘chess-board’ basis functions can be
improved through the application of additional smoothing (van der Marel, 2003). First, the
16x16 grid was resampled back to the full-size 1024x1024 pixel detector using the task
blkrep. Next, the L-flat image was smoothed using a 2-D gaussian with a dispersion equal
to one box (64 pixels). The optimum amount of smoothing depends on the frequency con-
tent of the true L-flat. For artificial star tests with the HRC, smoothing by one box was
shown to best reproduce the true structure of the L-flat. The smoothed L-flats are pre-
sented in Figure 3 (bottom), where contours in 0.03 mag increments are overplotted in
white. The required corrections to the existing flatfields are summarized in Table 4, where
the total correction increases monotonically with wavelength: ~16% for F115LP and
F125LP, ~20% for F140LP and F150LP, and ~40% for F165LP.
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In a similar study, L-flats were derived for the STIS FUV-MAMA using dithered
observations of NGC6681 with the ‘clear’ (25MAMA) filter, which has a passband
response similar to the SBC F115LP filter. Using a second order polynomial fit, variations
in sensitivity across the detector of -16% to +5% were found, for a total range of 21%
(Brown, 1998). The size of this correction is in general agreement with our findings for the
SBC FUV-MAMA.

     5.2 Sources of error

In order to obtain a fit to the photometry where is comparable to the number of

degrees of freedom, the data required an additional systematic error of ~3-4%. Several
possible sources of additional error were considered. In general, any deficiency in the

model can result in too large a value. Searching for any evidence of non-randomness in
the residuals in time or position is one way to investigate possible explanations. For exam-
ple, PSF variations from epoch to epoch due to focus or breathing would cause the
residuals to vary with time. In fact, HST was determined to be off-nominal focus twice in
the 3 years since ACS was launched, requiring secondary mirror moves in both December
2002 and December 2004. If focus were the culprit, one would expect the required sys-
tematic error to decrease when moving to larger photometric apertures. In fact, increasing
the aperture size from 7 to 9 pixels actually increases the required systematic error. In
addition, the L-flat solution derived from photometry using a 7 and a 9 pixel aperture
agree to within ~1 millimag rms, suggesting that variations in the PSF are not the culprit.

To investigate whether the low-frequency response varies with time, the L-flat solution
derived using the full 3 years of calibration data was compared to the solution derived
using only the dedicated L-flat program (9024) taken just after launch. In order to obtain a
solution using only the 9024 data, basis functions of lower order were required since a
16x16 grid contained too many boxes with no measurements. With an 8x8 grid, the differ-
ence in the L-flat solution using the full data sample versus only the 9024 data is typically
<1%. While local deviations of 2-3% are apparent at the edges of the detector, these are
likely due to the increased uncertainty in the 9024 L-flat which has fewer total measure-
ments. The spatial dependence of the L-flat is therefore assumed to be constant with time.

Another possible source of systematic error could be caused by a general trend in the
absolute detector sensitivity with time. In fact, a decline in the absolute UV sensitivity of
~2-4% per year is found. This time-dependent behavior is described in more detail in Sec-
tion 6.1. Because the observed sensitivity loss is approximately the same magnitude as the
required systematic errors, one might expect that no systematic error will be necessary if
the photometry is properly corrected prior to fitting. In fact, applying the time-dependent
corrections only decreases the required systematic error by <1%, as indicated in Table 3.
Thus, an alternate explanation is required.

χ2

χ2
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Table 3. Required systematic error (in magnitudes) before and after correcting for a time-
dependent sensitivity loss.

Another likely source of uncertainty is the repeatability of the photometry. For two
identical exposures taken back-to-back in program 9020 in F165LP, a mean difference of

1.6 % is found in both the r=7 and the r=9 pixel aperture photometry. Plotting the dif-
ference in consecutive exposures versus stellar magnitude, no trend with star brightness is
apparent, implying that detector nonlinearity is not the culprit.

It is likely that multiple effects contribute to the required systematic error. While an
understanding of these systematics is certainly interesting, determining the source of the
additional error is not required to derive a robust L-flat solution.

     5.3 New Flatfield Reference Files

The magnitude of the L-flat correction appears to vary with wavelength, where the

total range increases monotonically from % for F115LP to % for F165LP. These
results are summarized in Table 4. For the F122M filter, sufficient observations were not
available to derive an L-flat, so the same correction as for the F115LP filter, which is clos-
est in wavelength, has been adopted. Dedicated L-flat observations for F122M will be
taken in Cycle 14 in program 10722 and will be used to improve the F122M flatfield used
during pipeline calibration.

A new set of flatfield reference files have been created for use in the ACS calibration
pipeline. Rather than creating a separate L-flat reference file, which would be combined
with the P-flat by calacs during calibration, the new reference files are revised LP-flats,
which were created by dividing the existing P-flats by the new L-flat corrections. These
LP-flats were then normalized to unity at the center of the SBC detector.

As of November xx, 2005, new flatfields for the 6 SBC imaging filters will be applied
during On-the-Fly-Recalibration. Any data taken prior to this date will need to be recali-
brated with the flats listed in Table 4. The photometric response for a given star is now the

same to % for any position in the SBC field of view for F115LP, F125LP, F140LP, and

F150LP and to % for F165LP, as shown in Figure 6. The slightly higher residuals for
F165LP are due to the lower signal-to-noise of the UV-bright stars in this filter.

Observers are always encouraged to check the latest ACS reference files available for
recalibration. The new SBC flatfields can be found on the ACS website under ‘Reference
Files’ (http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/reference_files/flats.html).

Error (mag)
F115LP

Error (mag)
F125LP

Error (mag)
F140LP

Error (mag)
F150LP

Error (mag)
F165LP

No TDS correction 0.036 0.033 0.041 0.040 0.047

With TDS correction 0.031 0.027 0.034 0.031 0.041

0.7±

8± 20±

1±
2±
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Figure 3: (Top) L-flat corrections, in magnitudes, derived using a 16x16 grid. Black boxes
indicate regions with no stars and therefore no solution. (Bottom) L-flats smoothed using a
gaussian kernel with a dispersion equal to one box. The contours overplotted in white cor-
respond to 0.03 steps in magnitude.

 -0.30    -0.20    -0.10     0.00    +0.10    +0.20    +0.30    N/A

 -0.15      -0.10      -0.05       0.00      +0.05      +0.10      +0.15      +0.20
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Figure 4: Number of measurements per box (top) using a 16x16 grid. Formal error on the
L-flat solution (bottom), where black indicates that no stars fell within that box.
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Figure 5: Significance maps with respect to F115LP. Plotted is the difference in the
respective L-flats divided by the formal errors summed in quadrature. Black indicates a
significance less than or equal to 1.0. In the text adjacent to each figure are the comparison
filter name, the percentage of boxes in the grid with significance greater than 1.0, and the
mean significance for those boxes. An increasing significance with wavelength implies
that differences observed in the low-frequency flatfield structure in Figure 3 are indeed the
result of a wavelength dependence.

Table 4. New flatfield reference files for each of the SBC imaging filters. The L-flat cor-
rection (in magnitudes) is given in column 4, where a positive (negative) correction
implies that the photometry derived using the existing P-flats was too faint (bright).
Because sufficient observations were not available for the F122M filter, this L-flat is sim-
ply a copy of the F115LP L-flat which is closest in wavelength.

SBC Filter
Pivot

Wavelength
Flatfield Reference File

PFLTFILE

L-flat Correction
(Low ... High) = Total

(magnitudes)

Total
(percent)

F115LP 1406 pbg1450ij_pfl.fits (-0.065 ... 0.112)  =  0.177 16.3%

F125LP 1438 pbg1450kj_pfl.fits (-0.060 ... 0.124)  =  0.184 16.9%

F140LP 1527 pbg1450lj_pfl.fits (-0.094 ... 0.155)  =  0.249 22.9%

F150LP 1611 pbg1450mj_pfl.fits (-0.080 ... 0.144)  =  0.224 20.6%

F165LP 1758 pbg1450nj_pfl.fits (-0.140 ... 0.296)  =  0.436 40.2%

F122M 1274 pbg1450jj_pfl.fits N/A N/A

 >1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9+

F125LP
   62%

=2.7σ

F140LP
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Figure 6: Flatfield residuals after applying the best model L-flat and TDS corrections to
the data. The contours overplotted in white correspond to 0.01 steps in magnitude. In gen-
eral, the flatfield corrections are good to %, except for the F165LP filter which has
residuals of %. These higher residuals are likely due to the lower signal-to-noise of the
UV-bright stars in the F165LP observations.

6. Sensitivity

     6.1 Time-Dependence

In order to investigate any systematics in the fit residuals with time, the L-flat residual
magnitude (observed minus predicted) is plotted as a function of date in Figure 7. Each
point represents a single measurement, with approximately 50 bright stars per image on a
given date. The scatter in the residual for a given date represents the positionally depen-

dent L-flat correction of % for F115LP to % for F165LP. The median residual
magnitude is overplotted in red. (No significant difference between the median and the
weighted average was found, so the former has been adopted.)

Figure 8 gives an enlarged view of the y-axis in Figure 7, where only the median resid-
ual as a function of time in-orbit is plotted. The normalization of the y-axis is arbitrary and
was chosen so that the residuals average to zero. The physical quantity of interest is actu-
ally the slope of the residuals, not the absolute normalization, since we assume no
sensitivity loss at time zero. From this plot, it is apparent that the absolute UV sensitivity

1±
2±

   -0.02                -0.01                 0.00                +0.01                +0.02

F115LP F140LPF125LP

F150LP F165LP

8± 20±
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just after launch has been slowly decreasing, though a simple linear fit to the data results in
excessively large residuals at later times. In fact, the absolute sensitivity appears to decline
linearly for the first ~1.6 years in orbit and then to level off.

Following the methodology for applying the STIS time-dependent sensitivity (TDS)
corrections (Stys et al., 2004), residuals have been fit using line segments, rather than
higher order polynomials. Compared to a simple linear fit, higher order solutions are less
practical for implementation in the calibration pipeline, since these solutions may diverge
more quickly from the true behavior if the sensitivity is not monitored and the solutions
are not regularly updated. The sensitivity appears to turn over at ~1.6 years in all five fil-
ters, so this was chosen as the break point for the two line segments. The slope of the first
line segment gives the sensitivity loss (in magnitudes per year) and is summarized in Table
5 (in percent per year), where the total loss is loosely correlated with wavelength. After
1.6 years, zero sensitivity loss is assumed.

After applying the new flatfields and TDS corrections to the data, we derive new pho-
tometry and solve for any residual L-flat and TDS, which should now be zero. In fact,
residuals of several percent remain as well as a residual slope in the absolute sensitivity
with time. Therefore, an iterative approach was adopted in solving for both effects until
the solution converged. If stars were uniform over the field, one would not expect to have
to iterate on the solution, but given the asymmetric distribution of stars in the field, a sig-
nificant coupling between the sensitivity and the L-flat makes sense.

The iterative approach is as follows: flatfield the data, drizzle the images, derive aper-
ture photometry, apply TDS corrections, derive residual L-flat and TDS, add these to the
original solutions, apply new flatfields, drizzle the images, etc. The optimal number of
iterations was defined as that which minimized the standard deviation of the residual L-flat
shown in Figure 6. Three iterations proved to be the best choice for all filters, and further
iterations only resulted in adding noise to the solution. The slope of the median residual
with time, shown in Figure 9, is now consistent with zero.

We find a decline in UV sensitivity of ~2-4% per year. For comparison, the sensitivity
loss derived for the STIS FUV-MAMA with the G140L filter is given in Table 6, where the
required corrections are listed as a function of wavelength and date. The STIS data were fit
using three line segments, and our results are in general agreement with STIS for the first
5 years in orbit, where a 2-3% loss was observed. In the last two years of life, the rate of
the STIS sensitivity loss slowed significantly compared to the previous 5 years. While we
have assumed no loss for ACS after 1.6 years, more data is required to confirm this result.
The UV sensitivity monitoring program will be continued in Cycle 14 at a frequency of
twice per year, and our claim that ACS is no longer losing sensitivity in the UV will be
reassessed.

The rms and maximum deviation about zero prior to and after correcting for the TDS
is given in Table 7. While the rms residuals after applying the TDS corrections is now
~1% for all filters, deviations of up to 2.6% may be expected.
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Table 5. UV sensitivity loss for the ACS SBC for the first 1.6 years on-orbit.

Table 6. UV sensitivity loss for STIS G140L FUV MAMA. The time-dependent loss was
fit using 3 line segments to the 7+ years of on-orbit data.

Table 7. RMS and maximum deviation about the mean before and after applying the time-
dependent sensitivity corrections.

SBC
Filter Pivot

Loss (%/yr)
Total

F115LP 1406 2.1

F125LP 1438 3.1

F140LP 1527 2.7

F150LP 1611 3.9

F165LP 1758 3.3

G140L
Wavelength

Loss (%/yr)
t= 0.0-1.8 yrs

Loss (%/yr)
t= 1.8-5.0 yrs

Loss (%/yr)
t= 5.0-7.3 yrs

1400-1450 1.5 1.9 0.6

1500-1550 2.8 2.3 1.3

1600-1650 2.9 2.9 1.1

1650-1700 1.1 3.3 0.9

SBC
Filter

Pre-Corr
RMS
(mag)

Post-Corr
RMS
(mag)

Pre-Corr
Max Deviation

(mag)

Post-Corr
Max Deviation

(mag)

F115LP 0.013 0.007 0.026 0.019

F125LP 0.016 0.009 0.035 0.027

F140LP 0.017 0.010 0.037 0.028

F150LP 0.021 0.010 0.050 0.025

F165LP 0.018 0.011 0.036 0.026

λ

0.4±

0.4±

0.5±

0.4±

0.5±

0.2± 0.2± 0.4±

0.2± 0.2± 0.5±

0.3± 0.2± 0.5±

0.3± 0.2± 0.5±
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Figure 7: L-flat residual magnitude (observed minus predicted) as a function of date. Each
point represents a single star measurement (~50 stars per image on a given date), where
the scatter for that date indicates the size of the L-flat correction. The median residual
magnitude is overplotted in red.
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Figure 8: Median residual magnitude as a function of time in orbit. This plot gives an
enlarged view of the y-axis in Figure 7. The absolute sensitivity appears to be decreasing
with time, in a manner which is approximately linear for the first 1.6 years and approxi-
mately flat for the second 1.6 years. This has been modelled with two line segments, fol-
lowing the methods used to measure the STIS sensitivity loss. The linear fit to the data
(solid) and the 1-sigma errors (dotted) are shown.
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Figure 9: Median residual magnitude as a function of time in orbit after iteratively apply-
ing the time-dependent sensitivity corrections. The remaining slope is now consistent with
zero for the full time in orbit. The remaining residual scatter is likely due to repeatability
in the photometry, as described in Section 5.2.
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     6.2 Dependence on Anneal Cycle

In an attempt to understand and possibly reduce the scatter of the residuals in Figure 9,
any other physical quantities which might effect the detector sensitivity were considered.
Among these are the time of observation with respect to the last anneal and the tempera-
ture of the detector. In the most recent UV contamination monitor programs (10047 and
10373), observations were intentionally taken just before and just following the CCD
anneal to investigate any such correlation with sensitivity. In Figure 10, the median resid-
ual (after correcting for the TDS) versus the time since the last anneal is plotted for all five
filters. Because the slope of this line is consistent with zero, no obvious correlation exists.

Figure 10: Median residual magnitude versus time since the last CCD anneal. No obvious
correlation is found (the slope is consistent with zero).

     6.3 Temperature-Dependence

Next, the temperature of the SBC detector at the time of observation was considered.
Unlike STIS, this information is not available in the ACS image header. The MAMA tube
temperatures were therefore extracted from the engineering data and are assumed to
reflect the temperature of the MAMA window. When not in use, the SBC temperature is
relatively stable and fluctuates slowly between 12 and 15 degrees. In Figure 11, the
MAMA temperature is plotted as a function of time the detector was in use. Once observa-
tions begin, the temperature rises quickly (~7 degrees in 2 hours), though the rate of
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increase slows with time. Three SBC calibration programs are indicated in this figure, and
it is apparent that the detector was left on between the different programs, so that by the
end of the observing sequence, the SBC temperature had risen almost 13 degrees.

By examining only observations from the same date, any implicit uncertainty in the
time-dependent sensitivity corrections is removed, and we can investigate whether the
detector sensitivity actually depends on the temperature. In Figure 12, the median residu-
als prior to applying the TDS corrections are plotted for observations taken just after
launch. These data were taken within a few days of one another and cover a large range of
temperatures. The observations are from programs 9024 (L-flat calibration), 9027 (distor-
tion calibration), and 9023 (image quality verification) in filters F125LP and F150LP.
Applying a linear fit to the data as a function of temperature, a slight dependence of

-0.12  percent per degree is found, where the sensitivity decreases with increasing
temperature. For the STIS FUV-MAMA, the response variation with temperature for

G140L was determined to be -0.265  percent per degree (Stys et al., 2004). Thus
both detectors indicate a decline in sensitivity with increasing temperature, though the
observed dependence appears to be slightly stronger for STIS.

We have applied the temperature-dependent corrections to the residuals in Figure 9
and find that while the residual scatter decreases slightly for F125LP and F150LP, it actu-
ally increases slightly for F115LP, F125LP, and F150LP. Because of this increased scatter
and because the temperature dependence is slight, we have chosen not to correct our data
for temperature effects prior to determining the time-dependent sensitivity. As discussed
in Section 5.2, the likely cause of the observed scatter is due to the repeatability of the
photometry.

     6.4 Pipeline Implementation of Sensitivity Corrections

The ACS calibration pipeline is not currently set up to perform time-dependent correc-
tions to the absolute sensitivity. For STIS, corrections as a function of wavelength were
applied via the header keyword TDSTAB which points to a reference file (*_tds.fits) that
stores the time-dependent sensitivity coefficients as a function of date. Using this file, the
pipeline is able to calculate the sensitivity for any specified Modified Julian Date. The
ACS group is currently working on modifications to the calibration pipeline so that these
new TDS corrections may be effectively implemented.

0.03±

0.035±
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Figure 11: MAMA tube temperature versus time for a 10 hour sequence of SBC observa-
tions on June 9, 2002. Note that the detector was left on between observations so that the
temperature continued to increase. After observations have been completed, the detector
returns to its normal quiescent value of 12-15 degrees.

Figure 12: Median residual magnitude versus temperature for observations from the same
date. A slight dependence of sensitivity on temperature is found at -0.12% per degree,
where the detector is less sensitive at higher temperatures. A similar loss with temperature
of -0.27% per degree was observed for the STIS FUV-MAMA.

9024 9020 9027
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7. Future SBC calibrations

Due to the failure of STIS in August 2004, the SBC is now the only HST instrument
with FUV capabilities. Before this time, the majority of ACS calibrations focused on the
CCD detectors. When STIS stopped operating, however, the SBC usage increased greatly,
and the ACS group shifted the SBC calibrations to high priority.

In the past year, new P-flats have been derived using on-orbit data (Bohlin & Mack,
2005) and improved dark images have been created using cumulative images taken since
launch (Cox, 2004). This report describes improvements to the SBC flatfields. Future
work includes a new geometric distortion solution for the prism modes and improvements
to the existing solutions for the imaging modes. Work is underway to verify the existing
photometric zeropoints, once these new flatfield corrections are applied. Observations of
the same field with both STIS and ACS will be used to fine-tune the accuracy of these
zeropoints. Finally, new encircled energy curves will be used to derive aperture correc-
tions as a function of wavelength and position on the detector.
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Table 8. SBC FUV observations of NGC6681, listed in order of filter and observation
date. Also given are the program ID, the exposure time, the orientation, and the dither-
step, indicated by the ‘postarg’ values in columns 8 and 9.

Image
Number

Filter
Program

ID
Rootname

Observation
Date

Exptime
(sec)

Orient
(degree)

Postarg1
(arcsec)

Postarg2
(arcsec)

01 F115LP 9010 j8c803htq 2002-05-27 120 98 0.00 0.00

02 F115LP 9010 j8c804wmq 2002-06-04 120 103 0.00 0.00

03 F115LP 9020 j8c101v9q 2002-06-09 120 107 0.00 0.00

04 F115LP 9020 j8c101viq 2002-06-09 120 107 0.00 0.00

05 F115LP 9563 j8eg01hbq 2002-07-12 120 -135 0.00 0.00

06 F115LP 9563 j8eg01hkq 2002-07-12 120 -135 0.00 0.00

07 F115LP 9563 j8eg02wbq 2002-08-11 120 -106 0.00 0.00

08 F115LP 9563 j8eg02wkq 2002-08-11 120 -106 0.00 0.00

09 F115LP 9563 j8eg03n3q 2002-09-06 120 -99 0.00 0.00

10 F115LP 9563 j8eg03ncq 2002-09-06 120 -99 0.00 0.00

11 F115LP 9565 j8ep01ufs 2002-06-30 120 166 0.00 0.00

12 F115LP 9565 j8ep02uxq 2002-07-14 120 -130 0.00 0.00

13 F115LP 9565 j8ep03gkq 2002-07-26 120 -115 0.00 0.00

14 F115LP 9565 j8ep04lsq 2002-08-06 120 -108 0.00 0.00

15 F115LP 9565 j8ep05pnq 2002-08-20 120 -103 0.00 0.00

16 F115LP 9565 j8ep06hpq 2002-08-30 120 -101 0.00 0.00

17 F115LP 9565 j8ep07vgq 2002-09-11 120 -98 0.00 0.00

18 F115LP 9565 j8ep08meq 2002-09-27 120 -96 0.00 0.00

19 F115LP 9655 j8hv01m2q 2002-10-15 120 -93 0.00 0.00

20 F115LP 9655 j8hv02eyq 2002-11-10 120 -87 0.00 0.00

21 F115LP 9655 j8hv05cuq 2003-02-19 120 77 0.00 0.00

22 F115LP 9655 j8hv06qtq 2003-03-15 120 82 0.00 0.00

23 F115LP 9655 j8hv07p4q 2003-04-17 120 87 0.00 0.00

24 F115LP 9655 j8hv08sjq 2003-05-14 120 93 0.00 0.00

25 F115LP 9655 j8hv09yxq 2003-06-12 120 110 0.00 0.00

26 F115LP 9655 j8hv10ckq 2003-07-18 120 -127 0.00 0.00

27 F115LP 9655 j8hv11a7q 2003-08-15 120 -105 0.00 0.00

28 F115LP 9655 j8hv12dxq 2003-09-15 120 -98 0.00 0.00

29 F115LP 10047 j8vb01okq 2003-10-14 120 -93 0.00 0.00
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30 F115LP 10047 j8vb03egq 2004-03-22 120 83 0.00 0.00

31 F115LP 10047 j8vb05zjq 2004-06-20 120 125 0.00 0.00

32 F115LP 10047 j8vb07f1q 2004-09-07 120 -99 0.00 0.00

33 F115LP 10373 j95ua1k2q 2004-04-05 120  85 0.00 0.00

01 F125LP 9023 j8c601rwq 2002-05-30 560 99 0.00 0.00

02 F125LP 9023 j8c601s2q 2002-05-30 560 99 0.24 0.00

03 F125LP 9023 j8c601s4q 2002-05-30 560 99 0.24 0.24

04 F125LP 9023 j8c601scq 2002-05-30 560 99 0.00 0.24

05 F125LP 9010 j8c803huq 2002-05-27 120 98 0.00 0.00

06 F125LP 9010 j8c804wnq 2002-06-04 120 103 0.00 0.00

07 F125LP 9020 j8c101vaq 2002-06-09 120 107 0.00 0.00

08 F125LP 9020 j8c101vhq 2002-06-09 120 107 0.00 0.00

09 F125LP 9024 j8bu01k5q 2002-06-02 300 101 0.00 0.00

10 F125LP 9024 j8bu01k7q 2002-06-02 300 101 6.00 6.00

11 F125LP 9024 j8bu01kaq 2002-06-02 300 101 12.00 12.00

12 F125LP 9024 j8bu01kfq 2002-06-02 300 101 -6.00 -6.00

13 F125LP 9024 j8bu01kiq 2002-06-02 300 101 -12.00 -12.00

14 F125LP 9024 j8bu01klq 2002-06-02 300 101 6.00 -6.00

15 F125LP 9024 j8bu01koq 2002-06-02 300 101 12.00 -12.00

16 F125LP 9024 j8bu01ktq 2002-06-02 300 101 -6.00 6.00

17 F125LP 9024 j8bu01kvq 2002-06-02 300 101 -12.00 12.00

18 F125LP 9024 j8bu01kwq 2002-06-02 300 101 0.00 0.00

19 F125LP 9027 j8cg51wxq 2002-06-09 450 107 0.00 0.00

20 F125LP 9027 j8cg51x0q 2002-06-09 450 107 0.33 0.00

21 F125LP 9027 j8cg51x7q 2002-06-09 450 107 0.00 0.33

22 F125LP 9027 j8cg51xbq 2002-06-09 450 107 -0.33 0.00

23 F125LP 9027 j8cg51xhq 2002-06-09 450 107 0.00 -0.33

24 F125LP 9027 j8cg51xnq 2002-06-09 450 107 1.65 0.00

25 F125LP 9027 j8cg51xrq 2002-06-09 450 107 0.00 1.65

26 F125LP 9027 j8cg51xwq 2002-06-09 450 107 -1.65 0.00

27 F125LP 9027 j8cg51y1q 2002-06-09 450 107 0.00 -1.65

28 F125LP 9563 j8eg01hcq 2002-07-12 120 -135 0.00 0.00

Image
Number

Filter
Program

ID
Rootname

Observation
Date

Exptime
(sec)

Orient
(degree)

Postarg1
(arcsec)

Postarg2
(arcsec)
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29 F125LP 9563 j8eg01hjq 2002-07-12 120 -135 0.00 0.00

30 F125LP 9563 j8eg02wcq 2002-08-11 120 -106 0.00 0.00

31 F125LP 9563 j8eg02wjq 2002-08-11 120 -106 0.00 0.00

32 F125LP 9563 j8eg03n4q 2002-09-06 120 -99 0.00 0.00

33 F125LP 9563 j8eg03nbq 2002-09-06 120 -99 0.00 0.00

34 F125LP 9565 j8ep01ugs 2002-06-30 120 166 0.00 0.00

35 F125LP 9565 j8ep02uyq 2002-07-14 120 -130 0.00 0.00

36 F125LP 9565 j8ep03glq 2002-07-26 120 -115 0.00 0.00

37 F125LP 9565 j8ep04ltq 2002-08-06 120 -108 0.00 0.00

38 F125LP 9565 j8ep05poq 2002-08-20 120 -103 0.00 0.00

39 F125LP 9565 j8ep06hqq 2002-08-30 120 -101 0.00 0.00

40 F125LP 9565 j8ep07vhq 2002-09-11 120 -98 0.00 0.00

41 F125LP 9565 j8ep08mfq 2002-09-27 120 -96 0.00 0.00

42 F125LP 9655 j8hv01m3q 2002-10-15 120 -93 0.00 0.00

43 F125LP 9655 j8hv02ezq 2002-11-10 120 -87 0.00 0.00

44 F125LP 9655 j8hv05cvq 2003-02-19 120 77 0.00 0.00

45 F125LP 9655 j8hv06quq 2003-03-15 120 82 0.00 0.00

46 F125LP 9655 j8hv07p5q 2003-04-17 120 87 0.00 0.00

47 F125LP 9655 j8hv08skq 2003-05-14 120 93 0.00 0.00

48 F125LP 9655 j8hv09yyq 2003-06-12 120 110 0.00 0.00

49 F125LP 9655 j8hv10clq 2003-07-18 120 -127 0.00 0.00

50 F125LP 9655 j8hv11a8q 2003-08-15 120 -105 0.00 0.00

51 F125LP 9655 j8hv12dyq 2003-09-15 120 -98 0.00 0.00

52 F125LP 10047 j8vb01olq 2003-10-14 120 -93 0.00 0.00

53 F125LP 10047 j8vb03ehq 2004-03-22 120 83 0.00 0.00

54 F125LP 10047 j8vb05zkq 2004-06-20 120 125 0.00 0.00

55 F125LP 10047 j8vb07f2q 2004-09-07 120 -99 0.00 0.00

56 F125LP 10373 j95ua1k3q 2005-04-05 120 85 0.00 0.00

01 F140LP 9010 j8c803hvq 2002-05-27 150 98 0.00 0.00

02 F140LP 9010 j8c804woq 2002-06-04 150 103 0.00 0.00

03 F140LP 9020 j8c101vbq 2002-06-09 180 107 0.00 0.00

04 F140LP 9020 j8c101vgq 2002-06-09 180 107 0.00 0.00

Image
Number

Filter
Program

ID
Rootname

Observation
Date

Exptime
(sec)

Orient
(degree)

Postarg1
(arcsec)

Postarg2
(arcsec)
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05 F140LP 9563 j8eg01hdq 2002-07-12 180 -135 0.00 0.00

06 F140LP 9563 j8eg01hiq 2002-07-12 180 -135 0.00 0.00

07 F140LP 9563 j8eg02wdq 2002-08-11 180 -106 0.00 0.00

08 F140LP 9563 j8eg02wiq 2002-08-11 180 -106 0.00 0.00

09 F140LP 9563 j8eg03n5q 2002-09-06 180 -99 0.00 0.00

10 F140LP 9563 j8eg03naq 2002-09-06 180 -99 0.00 0.00

11 F140LP 9565 j8ep01uhs 2002-06-30 150 166 0.00 0.00

12 F140LP 9565 j8ep02uzq 2002-07-14 150 -130 0.00 0.00

13 F140LP 9565 j8ep03gmq 2002-07-26 150 -115 0.00 0.00

14 F140LP 9565 j8ep04luq 2002-08-06 150 -108 0.00 0.00

15 F140LP 9565 j8ep05ppq 2002-08-20 150 -103 0.00 0.00

16 F140LP 9565 j8ep06hrq 2002-08-30 150 -101 0.00 0.00

17 F140LP 9565 j8ep07viq 2002-09-11 150 -98 0.00 0.00

18 F140LP 9565 j8ep08mgq 2002-09-27 150 -96 0.00 0.00

19 F140LP 9655 j8hv01m4q 2002-10-15 150 -93 0.00 0.00

20 F140LP 9655 j8hv02f0q 2002-11-10 150 -87 0.00 0.00

21 F140LP 9655 j8hv05cwq 2003-02-19 150 77 0.00 0.00

22 F140LP 9655 j8hv06qvq 2003-03-15 150 82 0.00 0.00

23 F140LP 9655 j8hv07p6q 2003-04-17 150 87 0.00 0.00

24 F140LP 9655 j8hv08slq 2003-05-14 150 93 0.00 0.00

25 F140LP 9655 j8hv09yzq 2003-06-12 150 110 0.00 0.00

26 F140LP 9655 j8hv10cmq 2003-07-18 150 -127 0.00 0.00

27 F140LP 9655 j8hv11a9q 2003-08-15 150 -105 0.00 0.00

28 F140LP 9655 j8hv12dzq 2003-09-15 150 -98 0.00 0.00

29 F140LP 10047 j8vb01omq 2003-10-14 150 -93 0.00 0.00

30 F140LP 10047 j8vb03eiq 2004-03-22 150 83 0.00 0.00

31 F140LP 10047 j8vb05zlq 2004-06-20 150 125 0.00 0.00

32 F140LP 10047 j8vb07f3q 2004-09-07 150 -99 0.00 0.00

33 F140LP 10373 j95ua1k4q 2005-04-05 150 85 0.00 0.00

01 F150LP 9023 j8c601sxq 2002-05-30 560 99 0.00 0.00

02 F150LP 9023 j8c601t6q 2002-05-30 560 99 0.24 0.00

03 F150LP 9023 j8c601t7q 2002-05-30 560 99 0.24 0.24
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04 F150LP 9023 j8c601t8q 2002-05-30 560 99 0.00 0.24

05 F150LP 9010 j8c803hwq 2002-05-27 180 98 0.00 0.00

06 F150LP 9010 j8c804wpq 2002-06-04 180 103 0.00 0.00

07 F150LP 9020 j8c101vcq 2002-06-09 240 107 0.00 0.00

08 F150LP 9020 j8c101vfq 2002-06-09 240 107 0.00 0.00

09 F150LP 9024 j8bu52t0q 2002-06-09 300 106 0.00 0.00

10 F150LP 9024 j8bu52t1q 2002-06-09 300 106 6.00 6.00

11 F150LP 9024 j8bu52t2q 2002-06-09 300 106 12.00 12.00

12 F150LP 9024 j8bu52taq 2002-06-09 300 106 -6.00 -6.00

13 F150LP 9024 j8bu52tbq 2002-06-09 300 106 -12.00 -12.00

14 F150LP 9024 j8bu52tdq 2002-06-09 300 106 6.00 -6.00

15 F150LP 9024 j8bu52teq 2002-06-09 300 106 12.00 -12.00

16 F150LP 9024 j8bu52umq 2002-06-09 300 106 -6.00 6.00

17 F150LP 9024 j8bu52unq 2002-06-09 300 106 -12.00 12.00

18 F150LP 9024 j8bu52uoq 2002-06-09 300 106 0.00 0.00

19 F150LP 9563 j8eg01heq 2002-07-12 240 -135 0.00 0.00

20 F150LP 9563 j8eg01hhq 2002-07-12 240 -135 0.00 0.00

21 F150LP 9563 j8eg02weq 2002-08-11 240 -106 0.00 0.00

22 F150LP 9563 j8eg02whq 2002-08-11 240 -106 0.00 0.00

23 F150LP 9563 j8eg03n6q 2002-09-06 240 -99 0.00 0.00

24 F150LP 9563 j8eg03n9q 2002-09-06 240 -99 0.00 0.00

25 F150LP 9565 j8ep01uis 2002-06-30 180 166 0.00 0.00

26 F150LP 9565 j8ep02v0q 2002-07-14 180 -130 0.00 0.00

27 F150LP 9565 j8ep03gnq 2002-07-26 180 -115 0.00 0.00

28 F150LP 9565 j8ep04lvq 2002-08-06 180 -108 0.00 0.00

29 F150LP 9565 j8ep05pqq 2002-08-20 180 -103 0.00 0.00

30 F150LP 9565 j8ep06hsq 2002-08-30 180 -101 0.00 0.00

31 F150LP 9565 j8ep07vjq 2002-09-11 180 -98 0.00 0.00

32 F150LP 9565 j8ep08mhq 2002-09-27 180 -96 0.00 0.00

33 F150LP 9655 j8hv01m5q 2002-10-15 180 -93 0.00 0.00

34 F150LP 9655 j8hv02f1q 2002-11-10 180 -87 0.00 0.00

35 F150LP 9655 j8hv05cxq 2003-02-19 180 77 0.00 0.00
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36 F150LP 9655 j8hv06qwq 2003-03-15 180 82 0.00 0.00

37 F150LP 9655 j8hv07p7q 2003-04-17 180 87 0.00 0.00

38 F150LP 9655 j8hv08smq 2003-05-14 180 93 0.00 0.00

39 F150LP 9655 j8hv09z0q 2003-06-12 180 110 0.00 0.00

40 F150LP 9655 j8hv10cnq 2003-07-18 180 -127 0.00 0.00

41 F150LP 9655 j8hv11aaq 2003-08-15 180 -105 0.00 0.00

42 F150LP 9655 j8hv12e0q 2003-09-15 180 -98 0.00 0.00

43 F150LP 10047 j8vb01onq 2003-10-14 180 -93 0.00 0.00

44 F150LP 10047 j8vb03ejq 2004-03-22 180 83 0.00 0.00

45 F150LP 10047 j8vb05zmq 2004-06-20 180 125 0.00 0.00

46 F150LP 10047 j8vb07f4q 2004-09-07 180 -99 0.00 0.00

47 F150LP 10373 j95ua1k5q 2005-04-05 180 85 0.00 0.00

01 F165LP 9010 j8c803hyq 2002-05-27 245 98 0.00 0.00

02 F165LP 9010 j8c804wxq 2002-06-04 245 103 0.00 0.00

03 F165LP 9020 j8c101vdq 2002-06-09 300 107 0.00 0.00

04 F165LP 9020 j8c101veq 2002-06-09 300 107 0.00 0.00

05 F165LP 9563 j8eg01hfq 2002-07-12 300 -135 0.00 0.00

06 F165LP 9563 j8eg01hgq 2002-07-12 300 -135 0.00 0.00

07 F165LP 9563 j8eg02wfq 2002-08-11 300 -106 0.00 0.00

08 F165LP 9563 j8eg02wgq 2002-08-11 300 -106 0.00 0.00

09 F165LP 9563 j8eg03n7q 2002-09-06 300 -99 0.00 0.00

10 F165LP 9563 j8eg03n8q 2002-09-06 300 -99 0.00 0.00

11 F165LP 9565 j8ep01ujs 2002-06-30 245 166 0.00 0.00

12 F165LP 9565 j8ep02v1q 2002-07-14 245 -130 0.00 0.00

13 F165LP 9565 j8ep03goq 2002-07-26 245 -115 0.00 0.00

14 F165LP 9565 j8ep04lwq 2002-08-06 245 -108 0.00 0.00

15 F165LP 9565 j8ep05prq 2002-08-20 245 -103 0.00 0.00

16 F165LP 9565 j8ep06htq 2002-08-30 245 -101 0.00 0.00

17 F165LP 9565 j8ep07vkq 2002-09-11 245 -98 0.00 0.00

18 F165LP 9565 j8ep08miq 2002-09-27 245 -96 0.00 0.00

19 F165LP 9655 j8hv01m6q 2002-10-15 245 -93 0.00 0.00

20 F165LP 9655 j8hv02f2q 2002-11-10 245 -87 0.00 0.00
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21 F165LP 9655 j8hv05cyq 2003-02-19 245 77 0.00 0.00

22 F165LP 9655 j8hv06qxq 2003-03-15 245 82 0.00 0.00

23 F165LP 9655 j8hv07p8q 2003-04-17 245 87 0.00 0.00

24 F165LP 9655 j8hv08snq 2003-05-14 245 93 0.00 0.00

25 F165LP 9655 j8hv09z1q 2003-06-12 245 110 0.00 0.00

26 F165LP 9655 j8hv10coq 2003-07-18 245 -127 0.00 0.00

27 F165LP 9655 j8hv11abq 2003-08-15 245 -105 0.00 0.00

28 F165LP 9655 j8hv12e1q 2003-09-15 245 -98 0.00 0.00

29 F165LP 10047 j8vb01ooq 2003-10-14 245 -93 0.00 0.00

30 F165LP 10047 j8vb03ekq 2004-03-22 245 83 0.00 0.00

31 F165LP 10047 j8vb05znq 2004-06-20 245 125 0.00 0.00

32 F165LP 10047 j8vb07f5q 2004-09-07 245 -99 0.00 0.00

33 F165LP 10373 j95ua1k6q 2005-04-05 245 85 0.00 0.00
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